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when you use the office deployment tool (odt) to download the installation files for office to a folder that already contains that
version of office, the odt will conserve your network bandwidth by downloading only the missing files. for example, if you use the

odt to download office in english and german to a folder that already contains office in english, only the german language pack will
be downloaded. in addition to the fully localized languages listed here, office 2016 provides language interface packs (lips), which

contain a subset of language-specific components and are designed to be installed together with a logical parent language. if
you're upgrading from a windows installer (msi) version of office, you can get click-to-run versions of the same language resources
for example, language packs, language interface packs, or proofing tools installed when you install microsoft 365 apps. for more
information, see remove existing msi versions of office when upgrading to microsoft 365 apps. in addition to the fully localized

languages listed here, office 2016 provides language interface packs (lips), which contain a subset of language-specific
components and are designed to be installed together with a logical parent language. elements that are not localized in the lip
language appear in the parent language. for more information about lips, see language interface packs. if you're using a local
source to deploy office, we recommend that you use the allowcdnfallback attribute in your configuration.xml file. this attribute

enables you to use the office cdn on the internet as a backup source location for the language files if they aren't available on your
local source. for more information, see use the office cdn as a backup source for language packs.
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the current office 365 deployments of visio use the japanese lip. users of japanese versions of visio receive the
english tools if they install the japanese lip. similarly, users of english versions of visio receive the japanese tools if

they install the japanese lip. to support the arabic lip, you must add the arabic language to the list of languages
that the odt downloads. for example, if you use the odt to download office in english and german to a folder that

already contains office in english, only the german language pack will be downloaded. to add arabic, you must add
the arabic language to the list of languages that the odt downloads. for example, you can use the office 365

licensing portal to create a new deployment of office and add arabic. you can then download office in the arabic
language using the odt. you can use the download office for business online tool to download office in a supported

language. if you're adding to an existing deployment, the odt will automatically use the same architecture (32 bit or
64 bit) and source location (office cdn or local source) as the existing installation of microsoft 365 apps. because

the same architecture and location is used, you don't need to specify these values when creating the configuration
file, meaning you can use a single configuration file to deploy to multiple deployment groups. each language

version of microsoft 365 apps includes proofing tools for a set of companion languages. for example, when you
deploy the english version of office, users receive proofing tools for english, spanish, and french. these proofing
tools include spelling and grammar checkers, thesauruses, and hyphenators. they might also include language-
specific editing features such as language autodetect, autosummarize, and intelligent autocorrect. 5ec8ef588b
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